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International exhibition set to open in Maryborough 
 
A photographic exhibition showing Australian Diggers who served on the Western Front in Belgium 
more than 100 years ago is coming soon to Maryborough.  
 
Fraser Coast Cultural Councillor David Lewis said that for the population of Belgium’s West Flanders 
the Great War was still a daily fact of life.  
 
“Despite the terrifying battles that were fought on its lands ending a century ago, the legacy of 
unexploded ammunition from that conflict is an ever-present problem,” Cr Lewis said.  
 
“Coming to a head in the twice yearly ‘Iron Harvest’ when farmers plough the fields to prepare or 
harvest their crops, on average 180 tonnes of unexploded ammunition is recovered and destroyed by 
the authorities.  
 
“London-based photographer Ian Alderman is the only artist to have been given full access to the 
dangerous work and facilities of DOVO-SEDEE, the Belgium armed forces bomb disposal team 
responsible for clearing the ordinance.  
 
“In 25 thought-provoking images Alderman has documented this team’s work, while montaging into 
his photographs symbolic images of the Australian Diggers who served on the Western Front.” 
 
Ian Alderman will be travelling from London to Maryborough to attend his exhibition Recovering The 
Past, which is on display throughout November at Gatakers Artspace.  
 
The exhibition is being shown in Australia for the first time, as part of the 100-year celebrations of 
Gallipoli to Armistice.  
 
This display has previously been exhibited at the Palais Des Nations in Geneva, Switzerland and the In 
Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres, Belgium.  
 
Maryborough RSL has been instrumental in bringing the exhibition to Australia.  
 
President George Mellick said he felt the exhibition had an important message for today’s audiences. 
  
“Recovering The Past really highlights the consequences of war,” Mr Mellick said.  
 
“Both the ongoing physical consequences that still pose a danger in Belgium today but also the 
psychological consequences that plagued a generation. 
 
“We feel it is our responsibility to ensure that the service of Australian men and women is never 
forgotten.” 
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The exhibition has also been supported by the Queensland State Government under their Lasting 
Legacies grant.  
 
While the exhibition is at Gatakers Artspace between 30 October and 25 November, Ian Alderman 
will be the artist in residence and offering free tours for community groups and schools.  
 
“I’ve been lucky to see first-hand the dangerous work of the Belgian bomb disposal team,” Mr 
Alderman said. 
 
“So, I find it really important to share this experience with as many people as possible. 
 
 “We all need to make sure we do not forget the lessons that history can teach us.” 
 
 
 
DETAILS 
 
Exhibition:  Recovering the Past, Gatakers Artspace, Kent Street, Maryborough, Qld 

Tuesday 30 October to Sunday 25 November. Free entry. 
 
Official Opening:  Friday 2 November, 6pm. Free entry.  
 
Gatakers by Night:  Band of the 1st Regiment RAA will be performing in a concert on Saturday 3 

November from 6pm to 9pm in the Gatakers Artspace Courtyard. Free entry.  
   
Media Opportunity:  Interviews with Photographer Ian Alderman and Cr David Lewis at Gatakers 

Artspace, 10am, Thursday 1 November.  
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